
We've been FTing 10 yrs now and prior to making an awning lock, we had one unfurl while underway 
totaling the awning and all the hardware. This was before the current, pre-made, devices were available 
so I built my own - less than $15.00 and 10 minutes.   Prices have probably escalated since.  As you 
probably realize, clamping, wrapping, velcroing the arms is of no use.  There is a cam lock in the roller 
tube itself and if it fails or the wind overcomes the pressure exerted by the cam lock, the tube will unroll 
even if the arms are bolted together and then bolted to the rig.  The rolling or unrolling of the tube is totally 
independent of the arms.  And if the tube  unrolls and the awning unfurls like a sail, it can just rip the arms 
and hardware off the rig and you'll find your arms on the side of the road or site still velcro'd or bolted 
together.  So the key is to make it impossible for the roller tube to turn in the direction that would allow the 
awning to unroll or sail.  

Parts:
1. A pair of "Happy Hooks" from Camping World or similar RV supply store -  see pic below.  
                                            http://reserveamerica.campingworld.com/browse/skus/index.cfm?
skunum=11171&src=ctcs

2. A piece of  1/2" X 3' long flat steel rod (1/8" stock) - Home Depot etc or hardware store.
3. A small pulley rachet w/nylon line
4. Bolt, nut, and lockwasher - 1/4" by 1/2" long
5. Two 1/4" 'S' hooks  if not included with the rachet

Instructions:
Drill 1/4" hole in both ends of the steel rod.  Bolt one happy hook to one end of the rod. The purpose of 
the rod is to enable you to put the bent end of the happy hook into the awning tube slot while standing on 
the ground and without having to use a ladder.  When your awning is retracted, you should see a tube slot 
somewhere between 12 o'clock and 3 o'clock.  Rebend or adjust the curvature of the happy hook as 
needed to fit in the awning slot (when retracted) such that the rod comes straight down parallel to the side 
of your rig. The hook should should be around the outside of the tube such that downward pressure is in 
opposition to the unrolling of the awning.  Tie a 'S' hook to the rope from the rachet and insert the other 
end of the 'S' hook into the remaining hole drilled in steel rod.  Secure rachet with remaining "S" hook to 
foot of awning arm and tighten rachet.   With the Happy Hook  in opposition to the roll of your awning, the 
awning cannot unfurl even if the cam lock inside the tube fails. 

If your awing is covered with a metal shield, you only need 3/4" of slot exposed - either at the forward or 
aft end of the tube.  You can manipulate where the shield ends up by putting a little forward or rearward 
tension on the strap as you furl the awning.  Forward tension will expose more slot at the rear and vise 
versa.  Once you've got the shield positioned where you want it to expose the slot, it will stay there from 
then on as you normally furl the awning without forward or backward tension.

http://reserveamerica.campingworld.com/browse/skus/index.cfm?skunum=11171&src=ctcs
http://reserveamerica.campingworld.com/browse/skus/index.cfm?skunum=11171&src=ctcs


One advantage to this device is the fact that it can be installed with a step or a ladder.  Another advantage 
is - you can use the device when your awning is out. With the awning extended, again attach in opposition 
to the roll, and tighten.  It cures flapping and makes the awning much more stable. I use the second 
Happy Hook, without the rod since I can reach the tube, and the rachet only.

Illustrations:

This is one of the hooks, as bent for my awning, bolted to the flat steel bar.  The "hook" at the end fits into 
the slot of my awning.  The hook, when purchased has a much rounder curve.  One of your slots, when 
the awning is closed and up against the side of your rig, will be located somewhere from the top (12 
o'clock) of the awning to the 3 o'clock postion (towards the front) and the amount of bend will depend on 
where your slot ends up.  Mine is about at 3 o'clock, hence not much bend.  If it were at 12 o'clock the 
curve would be greater, more like the purchased curved hook.

Another shot.  The rod is about 3' long and has another hole  drilled in the other end large enough to 
accept an "S" hook.



Pic of rachet with "S" hook on both ends.  I put the free end S hook in the hole on the steel rod and the 
rachet S hook goes into one of the holes on the foot of the arm.       

Pics showing the rod being used to move hook up to slot and then the hook engaged in slot.



  
Free S hook goes into hole in lower end of rod and

Rachet end S hook into awning arm foot and rachet pulled tight.

Roller tube is now secured in opposition to the rotation of the tube when unfurling and even if cam lock 
inside tube breaks or the plastic retainers on the arms break, the awning cannot unfurl and since awning 
can't unfurl, arms cannot break free and extend.  You're done



I use a slightly different version on the awning when I have it extended which keeps awning under tension 
and eliminates the need to "stake down" the awning in moderate winds, say to 20 mph.  The Happy 
Hooks are sold in pairs so I use my second hook, retaining original curve, and attach a piece of rope to it 
with an "eye" knotted into the other end into which I can put the S hook of the rachet that normally goes 
into the rod hole.  The Happy Hook is put into the slot of the extended awning with rope over the tube, 
attached to the rachet S hook and the rachet is hooked into one of the many free holes in the side of the 
arm and pulled tight.

  
Original curved Happy Hook attached to rope with hole knotted into free end.



  
Hook inserted into slot on extended awning with rope over the tube and back down the awning arm.  
Holds tube in opposition to retracting roll action.

 
Rope attached to Happy Hook extended and attached to S hook on free end of rachet line.  Other end of 
rachet with S hook attached to holes in side of arm and then the rachet pulled tight to tension tube against 
the rollup action.

FWIW.

Al 
http://community.webshots.com/user/asvan1w

http://community.webshots.com/user/asvan1w


http://escapees.com
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